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On an organismal level, metabolism needs to react in a well-orchestrated manner to

metabolic challenges such as nutrient uptake. Key metabolic hubs in human blood are

pyruvate and lactate, both of which are constantly interconverted by very fast exchange

fluxes. The quantitative contribution of different food sources to these metabolite

pools remains unclear. Here, we applied in vivo stable isotope labeling to determine

postprandial metabolic fluxes in response to two carbohydrate sources of different

complexity. Depending on the ingested carbohydrate source, glucose or wheat flour, the

net direction of the lactate dehydrogenase, and the alanine amino transferase fluxes were

adjusted in a way to ensure sufficient availability, while, at the same time, preventing an

overflow in the respective metabolite pools. The systemic lactate pool acts as a metabolic

buffer which is fueled in the early- and depleted in the late-postprandial phase and thus

plays a key role for systemic metabolic homeostasis.

Keywords: metabolic flux, glucose, wheat, stable isotope labeling, metabolic modeling, lactate

INTRODUCTION

When a healthy individual in fasting state is challenged with a nutritional intervention such as a
meal, the metabolism is confronted with an excessive supply of nutrients causing metabolite levels
in the blood to increase and homeostasis to be out of balance. Systemic metabolism has to rapidly
undergo complex adaptions to switch from the former catabolic to the anabolic state to keep the
systemic concentrations of food-derived nutrients including glucose, amino acids and fatty acids
in a physiological range (1–3). The goal to understand or even predict postprandial metabolism,
has been approached by nutritional research in several ways. Metabolomics emerged as a popular
tool in recent years (4–6), however, the interpretation of changing metabolite levels often remains
descriptive and mechanistic insights are difficult to derive (7, 8). On the other hand, complex
isotopic labeling experiments employing dual or even triple tracer based approaches determine
highly accurate metabolic flux information and thus provide a better mechanistic understanding,
but are usually limited to the kinetics of single metabolites, in most cases glucose (9–11). To gain
quantitative flux information of an entire metabolic network in the postprandial phase, a setting
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in which steady-state conditions do not apply, remains
challenging. Current approaches rely on a combination of
stable isotope labeling and time-resolved sampling together with
suitable data analysis tools (8, 12, 13).

Here, we applied an instationary 13C metabolic flux
analysis (INST-13C-MFA) approach to investigate differences
in metabolic fluxes downstream of glucose in response to two
different carbohydrate sources. In a randomized, cross-over
nutritional intervention study, 12 healthy subjects consumed
either a glucose drink supplemented with 2% fully 13C-labeled
glucose (referred to as GLC) or a wheat porridge supplemented
with 2% fully 13C-labeled wheat flour (referred to as WP).
The content of available carbohydrates was matched to 50 g
in both interventions. Due to the low amount of the initial
13C labeling and thus even lower enrichment of downstream
plasma metabolites, we employed a specialized GC-MS-based
analytical workflow for isotopic enrichment quantification
(14). We calculated time-resolved, quantitative isotopologue
concentrations and applied an ordinary differential equation
(ODE) model of central carbon metabolism to determine
postprandial metabolic fluxes and to identify intervention-
induced flux alterations.

Our results demonstrate that human metabolism adjusts
metabolic fluxes in a distinct and carbohydrate type specific
manner. By analyzing the 13C-enrichment in plasma metabolites,
we were able to observe the integrated net results of the metabolic
activities of all tissues providing a more systemic understanding
of the postprandial phase as compared to glucose fluxes alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
The study was conducted by the Quality Performance Service
Netherlands B.V., Groningen, The Netherlands, a clinical
research organization (CRO) according to the principles of Good
Clinical Practice, the Declaration of Helsinki (2008). Ethics
approval was obtained from the Medical Ethics Committee
of Brabant, Tilburg, the Netherlands. The presented trial
was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as NCT02662738. The
presented results represent the secondary outcome measures 1.
Total blood glucose, 2. Insulin, 5. 13C Metabolites of glucose and
6. 12CMetabolites of glucose.

Subjects
In total, 12 healthy male subjects in the age between 20 and 50
with a fasting glucose value between 3.4 and 6.1 mmol/l and a
BMI between 18.0 and 25.0 kg/m2 participated and completed the
study. For further inclusion/exclusion criteria and ethical aspects
refer to Supplementary Methods S1.

Experimental Design
The study used a randomized, controlled, full cross-over (within
subject) design. Subjects attended the initial screening day
followed by three test days, at least 1 week apart. Participants
consumed a standardized evening meal at the CRO. All
participants fasted 10 h prior to ingestion of the test product
but were allowed to drink water until 1 h before consumption

of the intervention. Since the primary outcome measure of this
study was time-resolved glucose kinetics using the dual labeled
isotope technique, a priming dose of 2H-labeled glucose was
administered as a bolus (5.6 mg/kg body weight) followed by a
continuous infusion of deuterated glucose for 8 h (0.07 mg/kg
body weight). Two hours after the start of the infusion, subjects
consumed the labeled test products within 15min (with 100ml
tap water in case of WP). This manuscript focuses on the orally
administered tracers glucose and labeled wheat flour and the
resulting 13C-labeled downstream metabolites. The data of the
intravenous tracer are not relevant for the secondary outcome
measures and therefore not further evaluated.

Test Product and Preparation
The study was conducted with three food products, however,
we focused during data analysis on two test products only. The
wheat porridge (WP) was made from commercially available
standard wheat flour (Type B German wheat: 70± 0.5 g of wheat
flour ≈ 50 g available carbohydrates) of which 2% consisted of
13C-universally-labeled wheat flour very-closely related to type
B German wheat flour. The 13C-labeled wheat flour was grown
under 13CO2 atmosphere, therefore all biomolecules including
starch, protein, lipids and metabolites are fully 13C-labeled
(∼97% 13C enrichment). Further details on the production
and testing of the 13C-labeled wheat flour is provided in
Supplementary Method S2. GLC consisted of a solution of 13C-
universally-labeled glucose (2%, 1 g) and 49 g unlabeled glucose
in 250mL water. The amount of available carbohydrates was
matched to 50 g in WP and GLC with 2 atom % excess in
both interventions.

Treatment Assignment
All subjects were randomly allocated to the study treatments (full
cross-over design with three periods based on aWilliams design),
such that the order of consumption of the treatments is balanced.
The randomization code was kept strictly confidential and
randomization was performed by Unilever. The randomization
code and the randomization list were generated using SAS
software (Version 9.4).

Sample Collection
Blood samples were collected in K2-EDTA-tubes containing
dipeptidyl peptidase-IV (BD Diagnostics) at time points −60,
−30, −5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270,
300, 330, and 360min and centrifuged at 1,300 g for 10min at 4◦C
within 30min after collection to limit pre-analytical variation.
Resulting plasma was stored at−80◦C prior extraction.

Analytical Techniques
Metabolite Extraction From Plasma
Prior to metabolite extraction, plasma samples were thawed on
ice for 30min. Extraction was performed in technical triplicates
as reported before (15). Briefly, we combined 20 µl plasma with
180 µl extraction fluid (4+1, methanol:water) containing three
internal standards [Pentanedioic acid-d6 (final concentration:
20µM), U13C-Ribitol (final concentration: 12.7µM), Norleucine
(final concentration: 10µM)]. The mixture was subsequently
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mixed at 4◦C and 1,400 rpm for 5min and centrifuged at 4◦C
and 21,000 g for 10min. After centrifugation, 140 µl of the
supernatant were transferred to a glass vial with insert and left-
over extract was collected, mixed and used for the preparation
of pool samples. The extracts were dried overnight at −4◦C in a
refrigerated vacuum concentrator (Labconco, Kansas City, USA)
and stored at−80◦C prior to GC-MS measurement.

Metabolite Derivatization and GC-MS Measurement
Sample derivatization and GC-MSmeasurement were performed
according to Krämer et al. (14). Briefly, metabolites were
derivatized with 15 µl of 2% methoxyamine hydrochloride
in pyridine for 90min and 15 µl N-methyl-N-trimethylsilyl-
trifluoroacetamide (MSTFA) for additional 30min at 40◦C under
continuous shaking using a PAL RTC autosampler.

For GC-MS selected ion monitoring (SIM) data acquisition,
we used the method reported by Krämer et al. (14) with slight
adaptions. We operated an Agilent 7890A GC equipped with
a 20m DB-5MS capillary column (0.18mm inner diameter,
0.18µm film thickness) connected to an Agilent 5977B High
Efficiency source (HES) to record the data. To obtain good
peak shapes for highly abundant metabolites such as glucose
but to also cover low abundant metabolites, we injected the
samples twice with different split ratios (highly abundant−50:1,
low abundant−20:1).

Insulin Data
Insulin was measured by a chemiluminescent microparticle
immunoassay (The ARCHITICT R© insulin assay, Abbott,
Laboratories, Abbott Park, USA).

Data Analysis
Obtained SIM GC-MS data were processed using the software
package MetaboliteDetector (16) as described by Krämer
et al. (14).

Determination of Mass Isotopomer Distributions
Mass isotopomer distributions (MIDs) were determined from the
generated SIM data using MetaboliteDetector’s sum formular-
based MID wizard (16). For the mass isotopomers of the
metabolites glycine, citrate, glutamine, and glutamate, the
non-labeled spectra-based correction was applied (17). Raw
data are uploaded online (https://doi.org/10.24355/dbbs.084-
202109291537-0) and are presented in Supplementary Table S1.

Absolute Quantification
We applied MetaboliteDetector’s batch quantification wizard
for the relative quantification of the metabolite levels for
the SIM data by summing up the intensities of all m/z
recorded per metabolites (16). The relative quantities were
transformed into absolute concentrations using the external
calibration curves which were run in triplicates in every sample
batch. Standards for external calibration were prepared in
MQ water at six different concentration steps per metabolite
according to Supplementary Table S2 and extracted similar
to the plasma samples (see section Metabolite Extraction
From Plasma). For selection of suitable concentration ranges,
commonly observed blood metabolite concentrations were taken

into account (www.hmdb.ca) (18). The quality of the calibration
curves was evaluated by the obtained R2 values for each
metabolite separately. Raw data are uploaded online (https://
doi.org/10.24355/dbbs.084-202109291537-0) and are presented
in Supplementary Table S3.

Contribution of Food-Derived Isotopologues to the

Metabolite Plasma Pool
The contribution of food-derived labeled metabolites to the
plasma pool was calculated by dividing the isotopologue
concentration (ciso) at maximum by the corresponding plasma
concentration of the metabolite (cmet). To account for the
amount of labeling (2%), the result was scaled with 50. To obtain
the contribution in percent, the results were multiplied by 100
according to Equation (1).

Contribution [%] =
ciso

cmet
∗ 50 ∗ 100 (1)

Statistical Analysis
Outlier Analysis and Data Exclusion
Outliers present in the MID and the absolute concentration
data sets varying more than 1.5 ∗IQR (interquartile range) were
identified and removed using R, version 3.4.4. Out of 12 subjects,
the data sets of 11 subjects were included in the further analysis.
Subject 02 was excluded due to technical failures.

Repeated Measures (rm)ANOVA
Repeated measures ANOVA (rmANOVA) was performed using
R version 3.4.4. For the absolute concentrations, the MID data
set, the product of absolute concentration and 13C-enrichment
(referred to as isotopologue concentrations) as well as the
insulin data, rmANOVA was performed on the medians of the
technical triplicates on the factors intervention and time and
the combination of both. A value of p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Metabolic Network Model
The network model construction and subsequent fitting were
described earlier and applied to this data set with slight
adaptions (15).

dCpyr

dt
= kGLYCglc + kLDHbClac + kALTbCala −

(

kLDHf + kALTf
+ kTCA + dpyr

)

Cpyr
dClac
dt

= kLDHfCpyr −
(

kLDHb + dlac
)

Clac
dCala
dt

= kALTfCpyr + kProCpro −
(

kALTb + dala
)

Cala
dCcit
dt

= kTCACpyr − dcitCcit

(2)

where k represents the rate of intracellular transformation (see
Figure 3A), C represent the metabolite concentrations and d
represents the intracellular processes that are not explicitly
modeled; subscripts denote metabolites (Equation 2). The
kinetics of glucose M6 (Cglc) and protein (Cpro) were linearly
interpolated from the measured data and directly fed to the
model. The rest of the metabolites (Cpyr, Clac, Cala, and Ccit)
were simulated. The protein data (Cpro) were interpolated from
the amino acids glutamate M5, glutamine M5, valine M5, and
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threonine M4, by taking into account the abundance of these
amino acids in mol% in the wheat protein gluten (19) according
to Equation (3).

Protein [µM] =

(

GluM5 + GlnM5 + ValM5 + ThrM4

)

∗ 100

(31.9+ 5.4+ 2.8)
(3)

In order to compare model output (intracellular concentration)
with the measured concentrations in blood, a time-resolved
relationship between blood and intracellular metabolite
concentrations was estimated by taking into account values
reported in literature as well as data generated in this study
(Supplementary Tables S4, S5), as:

Cb

Ci
= L

(

[0, 120, 360] ,
[

spa, sa, spa
]

, time
)

(4)

where subscripts b and i denote blood and intracellular
compartments, respectively, L denotes linear interpolation,
subscripts pa and a denote post-absorptive or absorptive,
respectively (Equation 4). Here, for the scaling factors, the
separation between the absorptive and the post-absorptive phase
was assumed to be 120min. This assumption set the stage for the
following modeling study, where the optimal separating time for
blood metabolites was determined [see below (2)].

The data set subjected tomodeling was generated by averaging
over the median value of the three replicates of each subject at
each time point. The metabolic network analysis was composed
of the following steps:

(1) The network model was fitted to the data of both
interventions simultaneously, with the side condition that
the ratio between parameter associated with the two
interventions is limited in [0.1, 10]. The ratio between kGLY
and kPro was also limited in the same range. No qualitative
changes of the result were detected if this limit was set to [0.3,
3.3]. The fitting procedure was guided by minimizing the
root mean square (RMS) difference between (scaled) model
output (y) and the measured data point (ŷ) referred to as
“cost” throughout the manuscript (Equation 5).

RMS =

√

√

√

√

∑n

i=1

(

yi − ŷi
)2

σ 2
i

(5)

where σ denotes the standard deviation, and n denotes the
number of data points. A differential evolution-based global
optimizer, configured to favor local search, was employed for
fitting. The fitting was repeated 50 times, among which the
best result served as baseline for further analysis.

(2) To identify appropriate time windows for the absorptive
and post-absorptive phase, the data were separated into two
consecutive time windows. We investigated the separating
time points 75, 90, 105, 120, and 150min. For example,
with the separating point 120min, the whole window was
separated into [0, 120] min and [120, 360] min. The fitting
procedure described above was repeated in the early and
late window, respectively. For every investigated separating
point, it was first confirmed that the sum of the best costs

in the two windows (obtained in step 2) was lower than
the best cost of the entire window (obtained in step 1)
(Supplementary Table S6). This served as a sanity check
for separating the whole window into two separate ones.
The sum of the best costs in the two separate windows
was then compared for different separating points (see
Supplementary Table S6). The lowest sum of cost was
regarded as indicative of an appropriate time for separating
the absorptive and post-absorptive phase.

(3) To determine differences between the two interventions,
GLC and WP, the distribution of the transformation rates,
i.e., k and d in Equation (2) were sampled using a
differential evolution based adaptive Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (n = 10,000). The resulting
parameter populations were fed to a logistic regression
model. The performance of the logistic regression model was
evaluated by the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver
operator curve (ROC). An AUC-ROC of 0.75 and higher
was considered indicative for significant differences between
GLC and WP, and the analysis was performed for the early
and the late window separately.

The generated set of parameters was transferred into
postprandial metabolic fluxes according to Equation (6.1)
(for the early time window 0–90min) or Equation (6.2) (for
the late time window 90–360 min).

v = k ∗median
(

Cmet

(

0− 90min
)

)

∗

(

1

sa

)

∗50(6.1)

v = k ∗median
(

Cmet

(

90− 360min
)

)

∗

(

1

spa

)

∗ 50 (6.2)

where v denotes flux, k denotes the respective parameter,
Cmet denotes the median concentration of the respective
isotopologue and time window and sa/pa denotes the
corresponding scaling factor. Fluxes were multiplied by 50 to
account for 2% of labeling of the oral tracers. Ninety percent
credible intervals were calculated using R (version 3.4.4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we aimed for the quantitative determination
of metabolic fluxes downstream of glucose in the dynamic
postprandial phase in human subjects. For this purpose, we
combined in vivo stable isotope labeling, time-resolved plasma
sampling and absolute quantification of metabolites with an
ODE-based metabolic modeling approach. We investigated and
compared the postprandial central carbon metabolism of two
different carbohydrate sources, either glucose (GLC) or wheat
porridge (WP) by matching total carbohydrate intake (50 g)
and the amount of isotopic enrichment of the carbohydrate
sources (2%). For the GLC intervention, all subjects consumed
the glucose equivalent of 50 g available carbohydrates of which
2% were uniformly 13C-labeled ([U13C6] glucose). For the WP
intervention, the subjects consumed an equivalent amount of
carbohydrates based on porridge prepared from wheat flour of
which 2% were substituted by fully 13C-enriched wheat flour.
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FIGURE 1 | WP intake alters insulin response. Postprandial blood glucose (left) and insulin (right) after intake of glucose (GLC—black) and wheat porridge (WP—red);

average of 11 study subjects ± standard error of the mean (SEM), statistics: rmANOVA.

WP Intake Alters the Postprandial Insulin
but Not Glucose Response
In a first step, we compared postprandial glucose concentrations
and insulin levels for both interventions, GLC and WP
(Figure 1). After GLC intake, the insulin profile closely
followed that of blood glucose, reaching maximum glucose
and insulin concentrations of 7,800µM and 250 mU/l after
30min, respectively. FollowingWP intake, the maximum glucose
concentration was also reached after 30min, but tended to
be lower (7,400µM) and the highest insulin concentration of
240 mU/l was reached 45min after food intake. While the
glucose profiles obtained for GLC and WP were not significantly
different, we observed clear differences in the declining phase of
the insulin profiles. Insulin levels decreased significantly faster
after intake of GLC and were back to baseline after 150min. In
contrast, baseline insulin levels were reached 240min after WP
intake indicating differences in the postprandial responses.

13C Metabolic Flux Analysis of the
Postprandial Phase in vivo
To dynamically investigate postprandial metabolism after GLC
and WP ingestion, we recorded isotopic enrichment profiles
of central carbon metabolites after an oral administration of
13C-labeled tracers in a time-resolved manner. The major
wheat component is starch which is hydrolyzed into glucose
monomers making subsequent metabolism and enrichment
patterns in general identical to the GLC intervention (Figure 2A,
black circles). However, in addition to starch, wheat flour also
contains protein (gluten) and this 13C-labeled flour protein is
hydrolyzed to free fully 13C-enriched amino acids (Figure 2A,
red circles).

After consumption of WP, the starch present in wheat
flour has to undergo digestion and hydrolysis before glucose
monomers can be transferred into the circulation, and other
factors, including delayed gastric emptying might also impact
on this. Hence, we expected a slight delay in the appearance
of glucose M6 in plasma as compared to GLC. However,

the observed delay in glucose M6 appearance was only
minor, more pronounced in the declining phase and did not
reach statistical significance. Thus, gastric emptying was not
delayed after WP and the cooked wheat starch underwent
rapid hydrolyzation.

In contrast, the profiles of food-derived pyruvate M3, lactate
M3, and alanine M3 were significantly altered in WP compared
to GLC (Figure 2B). While we observed a slight delay in
the increasing branch of pyruvate M3 after WP intake, the
concentration of lactate M3 increased considerably steeper and
declined faster in GLC. The maximum concentration of 8.3µM
was reached after 90min in GLC, while the maximum labeled
lactate concentration in WP was lower (6.3µM) and deferred
(after 120min). For alanine M3, a similar pattern was observed
and the declining phase of alanine M3 was delayed in WP
compared to GLC. Of note, both metabolites, lactate and alanine,
are derived from the same precursor pyruvate (Figure 2A)
and accumulate to (relatively) high systemic concentrations
[lac ∼ 2mM, ala ∼ 0.4mM; www.hmdb.ca (18)]. Citrate M2
showed a similar trend toward a delay in the declining phase,
however, without reaching statistical significance. In summary,
the quantitative isotopologue data of glucose and its downstream
metabolites (Figure 2B) suggested that the intake of GLC
induced a faster response reaching higher maximal isotopologue
concentrations as compared to WP intake, where the profiles
were deferred and damped. Of note, due to the low amount
of labeling introduced (∼2%), we were unable to detect 13C-
enrichment in the TCA cycle metabolites downstream of citrate
and other metabolic pathways of lower activity.

Considering the nutrient composition of the two
interventions, the intake of GLC predominantly causes a
dysregulation of systemic glucose concentrations, whereas the
intake of wheat flour based products increases the availability
of a complex mixture of nutrients including glucose, dietary
amino acids, lipids, vitamins, etc. that, once absorbed, can enter
central carbon metabolism at various metabolic sites (19, 20).
As a consequence, WP intake would result in a situation of
excessive nutrient availability compared to the GLC situation,
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FIGURE 2 | 13C metabolic flux analysis in the postprandial phase. (A) Overview of 13C tracer metabolism for both interventions: GLC (2% 13C-enriched glucose

solution, black) and WP (wheat porridge with 2% 13C-labeled wheat flour, red). (B) Concentrations of 13C-labeled metabolite isotopologues glucose M6, pyruvate M3,

lactate M3, alanine M3, and citrate M2 and protein (derived from glutamate M5, glutamine M5, valine M5 and threonine M4), displayed is the average of 11 study

subjects ± standard error of the mean (SEM), statistics: repeated measures (rm) ANOVA. Glc, glucose; Ser, serine; Gly, glycine; Pyr, pyruvate; Lac, lactate; Ala,

alanine; Cit, citrate; aKG, α-ketoglutarate; Succ, succinate; Fum, fumarate; Mal, malate; OxAc, oxaloacetate; Glu, glutamate; Gln, glutamine; Thr, threonine; Val, valine;

Leu, leucine; Ile, isoleucine; Lys, lysine; Tyr, tyrosine.
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FIGURE 3 | Metabolic network model. (A) Metabolic network model. (B) ROC-AUC analysis to determine the most differentially regulated parameters, i.e., k-values

between WP and GLC in the early (0–90min) and late (90–360min) postprandial phase; ROC-AUC above 0.75 is considered strongly regulated (blue horizontal line).

and this could be one of the reasons for the dampened metabolic
conversion of exogenous starch-derived glucose.

To quantitatively compare the dynamic postprandial
fluxes of the two interventions, we constructed a kinetic
ODE model by taking into account the major glucose-
metabolizing pathways, namely glycolysis and TCA cycle
(Figure 3A), for both of which the atom transitions are well-
established. We applied the quantitative isotopologue data
(Figure 2B) to determine the parameters of our metabolic
network model presented in Figure 3A (specifically kGLY,
kLDHf, kLDHb, kALTf, kALTb, kTCA, dpyr, dlac, dala, and dcit).
The postprandial phase was divided in the absorptive (early
window: 0–90min) and the post-absorptive phase (late window:
90–360min) and parameters were estimated separately. A
logistic regression model was applied on the network model
parameters to identify intervention-induced differences in
the scope of this model by ROC-AUC analysis (Figure 3B;

Supplementary Table S7). The corresponding metabolic fluxes
were subsequently derived from the obtained kinetic rates, i.e.,
k-values (Supplementary Table S8; Figure 4). Technical details
of the modeling approach are presented in Section Metabolic
Network Model.

We first compared our glycolytic flux (vGLY) to existing
data to ensure that the obtained values are physiologically
meaningful (Figure 4, early window, green). This parameter
can best be compared to the appearance of exogenous glucose
(RaE) derived from the dual label technique (21). Importantly,
our vGLY parameter represents appearance of exogenous glucose
and further conversion into pyruvate, thus vGLY is a subset of
RaE and is expected to be lower. We compared our results
with two studies investigating the postprandial metabolism of
wheat intake (22, 23), and found that our data was in the same
order of magnitude, but slightly lower (∼10–40% of reported
RaE; Supplementary Table S9). With this, we concluded that
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FIGURE 4 | Postprandial metabolic fluxes in the early and late window. Boxplots of simulated postprandial metabolic fluxes in GLC and WP obtained for the early

(0–90min) and late (90–360min) postprandial phase (GLC, black; WP, red; n = 10,000).

our approach is suitable to generate meaningful postprandial
flux estimations.

Increased Metabolite Turn-Over After WP
Consumption
ROC-AUC analysis revealed that kLDHf/b, kALTf/b, kTCA, dcit,
and kGLY were differentially regulated in the early window,
while kGLY, kLDHf/b, dpyr, and dlac were changed in the late
window (Figure 3B; Supplementary Table S7). We observed

more distinct differences in ROC-AUC in the early phase than
in the later phase (Figure 3B) and this trend was sustained in the
resulting metabolic fluxes (Figure 4; Supplementary Table S10).
In the early window, the glycolytic flux vGLY was higher in
GLC (21.3 µM/min) than in WP (16.0 µM/min), however,
the majority of the other fluxes, including vLDHf/b, vALTf/b,
vTCA and vcit, were increased after WP intake (Figure 4, upper
panel). Conversion of food-derived pyruvate into citrate was
mainly observed after WP intake in the early phase (5.6
µM/min). In the late window, most fluxes were found to be
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FIGURE 5 | LDH and ALT exchange and net fluxes. Boxplots of LDH and ALT exchange and net fluxes in GLC and WP obtained for the early (0–90min) and late

(90–360min) postprandial phase (GLC, black; WP, red; n = 10,000).

low in magnitude compared to the early window and the
intervention induced flux changes were mainly found in the
glucose—pyruvate—lactate axis of the metabolic network model
(Figure 4, lower panel). We further observed a carbohydrate
dependent switch of the glycolytic contribution in the late
phase, where vGLY was suddenly higher in WP (2.07 µM/min)
than in GLC (0.18 µM/min). Other fluxes, including vLDHf/b,
vALTf/b, vTCA and vcit were lower in magnitude, but still
higher in WP (Figure 4, lower panel). We further observed
that the outgoing fluxes vpyr (Early: GLC—1.46 µM/min,
WP—3.06 µM/min, late: GLC—2.34 µM/min, and WP—22.6
µM/min) and vlac (Early: GLC—1.13 µM/min, WP—2.45
µM/min, late: GLC—2.16 µM/min, and WP—46.42 µM/min)
increased substantially in the late window, especially after
WP intake.

In summary, metabolic fluxes throughout the postprandial
window were higher after WP consumption, indicating an
overflow of nutrients. The intervention-induced flux adaptations
finally resulted in overall similar glucose levels (Figure 1),
thus, these underlying flux adjustments were needed to keep
glucose levels in the physiological range. Furthermore, we
found more distinct flux changes in the early compared to
the later window. This might not be surprising as in the
absorptive phase, the system is challenged with two substantially

different interventions, GLC and WP, and has to react to the
respective intervention in a tailored fashion. In contrast, in
the late, post-absorptive phase, the system and the metabolic
fluxes return to equilibrium, which is less dependent on the
consumed intervention.

Role of Circulating Lactate and Alanine in
the Postprandial Phase
We found a substantial upregulation of the exchange flux of
pyruvate and lactate (LDHex) both, in the early and the late
window afterWP intake (Early: WP—166.9µM/min, GLC—40.7
µM/min; Late: WP—21.2 µM/min, and GLC—1.63 µM/min;
Figure 5, left) pointing toward a higher LDH activity in WP.
Interestingly, the net direction of the LDH flux (LDHnet) was
dependent on the carbohydrate source and the time window. In
GLC, we observed net production of lactate during the entire
postprandial window (Early: 11.3 µM/l, Late: 1.63 µM/l). In
contrast, after WP intake, we observed net production of lactate
in the early window (31.2 µM/l) and net production of pyruvate
in the late window (14.8 µM/l).

Similar to the LDH exchange flux, the ALT exchange flux
of pyruvate and alanine (ALTex) was increased in WP in both
postprandial windows, however, the exchange flux was much
higher in the early (GLC—35.5 µM/min, WP—155.9 µM/l) than
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FIGURE 6 | Protein-derived serine and glycine contribute to the plasma pool. Concentrations of 13C-labeled isotopologues serine M3 and glycine M2 after glucose

(GLC, black) and wheat porridge (WP, red) intake; displayed is the average of eleven subjects ± standard error of the mean (SEM), statistics: rmANOVA.

in the late window (GLC—0.015 µM/min, WP—0.100 µM/l)
(Figure 5, right). While the net ALT flux (ALTnet) was directed
toward alanine production in GLC (Early: 2.2µM/min, Late: 0.69
µM/min), in WP, we observed net pyruvate production from
alanine in the early window (16.6 µM/min). This observation
was likely driven by the entry of protein-derived alanine, which
was only available after WP intake. The direction of the net ALT
flux switched in the late window toward net alanine production
from pyruvate (6.17µM) and net flux was always higher in WP
compared to GLC. Interestingly, the LDH and ALT exchange
fluxes were in a similar magnitude in the early window, however,
in the later window and independent of the intervention, the
LDH exchange flux was 100–200 fold higher compared to the
ALT exchange flux, highlighting the importance of the LDH
reaction especially in the late postprandial setting.

Gluten-Derived Serine and Glycine Strongly
Contribute to the Postprandial Plasma Pool
We next studied how starch/glucose and gluten contribute to
the synthesis of the amino acids serine and glycine. Both amino
acids play key roles in folate mediated one carbon metabolism
and serine is a major donor for methyl groups needed for
methylation reactions such as DNA as well as histonemethylation
and thymidylate synthesis (24). Serine and glycine can either
be de novo synthesized from glucose or directly be derived
from protein hydrolysis, however, both metabolic routes would
result in identical enrichment patterns, i.e., fully labeled glycine
(M2) and serine (M3) and can thus not be easily distinguished
(Figure 2A). To reveal the contributions of both sources, we first
quantified the amount of de novo synthesized serine and glycine
in the GLC situation at maximum (ser: 75min, gly: 90min) and
found that 3.5% of the plasma serine pool and 3% of the glycine
pool were derived from glucose. Because in this intervention,
there is no 13C contribution from protein hydrolysis, we roughly
estimated this contribution by the difference between both
interventions (Figure 6). We revealed that 3.8% of the serine

and 5% of the glycine pool were derived from protein hydrolysis
of the wheat protein (Figure 6). These results demonstrate that
both, de novo synthesis and protein hydrolysis contribute equally
to the respective amino acid pools in plasma. Similar results
were also found for the wheat protein-derived amino acids
glutamine and glutamate (Supplementary Figure S1). However,
in case of alanine, we did not observe any excess alanine M3 after
WP consumption (Figure 2B) although our modeling approach
determined a significant contribution of protein-derived alanine
to its plasma pool (Figures 4, 5). This discrepancy can in part be
explained by the lower amount of alanine in gluten protein [Ala—
270 µmol/g; Ser—440 µmol/g, Gly—429 µmol/g (20)], which is
diluted in a higher baseline plasma pool size of alanine (Ala—
225µM; Ser—120µM,Gly—140µM, Supplementary Table S4).

Appearance of 13C-Labeled 3- and
2-Hydroxybutyrate After Intake of WP
3-hydroxybutyrate (ß-hydroxybutyrate, 3HB) is a ketone-
body and fuels significant parts of energy metabolism under
fasting conditions. During fasting, plasma levels can reach
concentrations up to 2mM; 3HB is mainly synthesized by
the liver from free fatty acids originating from deposited
lipids in adipose tissues (25). Although similar in structure, 2-
hydroxybutyrate (α-hydroxybutyrate, 2HB) is not known to be
involved in lipid catabolism and is not recognized as a significant
energy source. 2HB is synthesized from α-ketobutyrate, which
is formed during threonine catabolism or methionine/cysteine
metabolism/transsulfuration. Increased plasma levels of 2HB
have been associated with oxidative stress conditions, type 2
diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and prolonged fasting (26–28). As
expected, shortly after food intake, the plasma concentration
of 3HB dropped rapidly but increased strongly in the late
postprandial phase (Figure 7, upper left panel). This behavior is
well-known for the ketone body 3HB as its synthesis is dependent
on β-oxidation, which is only active in the absence of insulin
(29). Surprisingly, we observed a similar postprandial pattern for
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FIGURE 7 | Role of 3- and 2-Hydroxybutyrate in the postprandial phase. (A) 3-Hydroxybutyrate and (B) 2-Hydroxybutyrate plasma concentrations (left panel) and M4

isotopologue abundances (right panel) and resulting contribution to the total plasma pool 105min after glucose (GLC, black) and wheat porridge (WP, red) intake;

displayed is the average of eleven subjects ± standard error of the mean (SEM), statistics: rmANOVA.

2HB (Figure 7, lower left panel), indicating that 2HB and insulin
levels might be linked in a similar fashion. We hypothesize that
the delayed increase of plasma concentrations in WP observed
for 3HB and 2HB is a direct consequence of insulin remaining
longer in the circulation (Figure 1, right panel). The observed
correlation between 2HB and insulin levels is not yet fully
understood and warrants further investigation.

We further observed substantial amounts of fully labeled (M4)
2HB and 3HB after intake of WP, but not after GLC intake. These
M4 fractions reached their maximum 100min post food intake
in WP, a time point at which overall 2- and 3-HB concentrations
were at minimum with contributions of ∼6% and ∼4% to the
total plasma pool, respectively (Figure 7, right panel). These
curves mirror the profiles of the fully labeled essential amino
acids, e.g., valine M5 (Supplementary Figure S2) indicating that
the 13C-labeled wheat flour must be the source of M4 2HB and
M4 3HB. De novo synthesis of 3HB from acetyl-CoA can be
ruled out as 3HB would in this case be labeled at two carbon

atoms (M2) instead of four (M4). It has been shown before that
3HB is present in wheat flour in small quantities (30), further
strengthening our hypothesis that 3-hydroxybutyrate was present
in the supplemented 13C-labeled wheat flour and appeared in
the circulation after consumption of the WP, but not in GLC.
For 2HB, Lohaus et al. (30) reported that it is not present in
wheat flour, however, the kinetics closely mirror those of 3HB.
As a second option, 2HB M4 could also be synthesized from
threonine via threonine deaminase and 2-ketobutyrate, but these
open questions remain to be addressed in future studies.

CONCLUSION

The present study was designed to compare postprandial in
vivo metabolism after glucose consumption with the intake of a
wheat-based porridge in human subjects. We separated the entire
postprandial phase into two windows, the absorptive (0–90min)
and the post-absorptive phase (90–360min), as underlying
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FIGURE 8 | Metabolic fluxes alterations upon GLC and WP intake. Overview of the metabolic flux changes (µM/min) in GLC (black) and WP (red) intervention in the

(A) early and (B) late postprandial window.

metabolic fluxes are adapted in a time and intervention
dependent manner (Figure 8). After WP intake, the early,
absorptive phase was characterized by an overall increase in
metabolic fluxes, with the glycolytic flux being the only exception.
In our view, two factors predominantly contributed to this
phenotype, namely (I) the trend observed toward a delay in
glucose appearance and (II) the availability of protein-derived
alanine being converted into pyruvate. LDH and ALT exchange
fluxes were four-fold increased in WP indicating that nutrient
overflow was coped with at the sites of lactate and alanine. While
only a small fraction of food-derived pyruvate was entering the
TCA cycle, especially afterWP intake, the largest fraction of food-
derived metabolites was converted into lactate. In the late, post-
absorptive phase, LDH and ALT fluxes changed net directions
resulting in conversion of lactate into pyruvate and further into
alanine after WP consumption. Moreover, substantial amounts
of lactate and pyruvate were removed from the plasma pool
pointing toward a redirection of predominantly pyruvate and
lactate from the blood compartment into tissues, i.e., liver and
muscle where they act as substrates for energy production,
glycogen synthesis, and gluconeogenesis (31–34). Importantly,
in contrast to WP, GLC intake did not alter net LDH and
ALT flux directions, instead we observed lactate and alanine net
production from pyruvate over the entire postprandial window
and flux magnitudes were always significantly lower. However,
overall plasma pool sizes including glucose (Figure 1), pyruvate,
lactate and alanine (Supplementary Figure S3) were not altered
between GLC and WP. Our data clearly confirm that metabolic
homeostasis of systemic metabolites is tightly and robustly
regulated (1, 2, 32). To maintain metabolite concentrations
in physiologically acceptable ranges, the organism relies on
quick and significant adjustments of producing and consuming
metabolic fluxes in a nutrient dependent manner. Overall, we
observed increased credible intervals after WP compared to GLC
consumption (Figure 4; Supplementary Table S10), indicating
that the variability in the metabolic response is higher after intake
of a complexmixture of nutrients. Mixedmeal nutritional studies
might thus require increased numbers of participants to cope
with this inhomogeneity.

Our findings indicate that lactate, pyruvate and, to a lesser
extent, alanine serve as systemic metabolic buffers in the

postprandial setting to cope with the nutrient load after food
intake. Systemic lactate levels increased up to three-fold and
pyruvate levels up to two-fold, while the maximal increase
observed for alanine and glucose was more limited (Ala:
1.3×, Supplementary Figure S4; Glc: 1.5×, Figure 1). Especially
lactate has a higher physiological flexibility in terms of systemic
concentrations and we thus suggest that lactate takes a key role in
postprandial metabolite homeostasis.

Our study further confirmed that dietary protein-derived
amino acids alanine, serine and glycine contribute to their
respective plasma metabolite pools and unveiled an interesting
correlation between 2HB and 3HB levels. The appearance
of uniformly labeled M4 2- and 3HB indicates that both
metabolites are present in wheat flour and are taken up into
the circulation.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that in vivo metabolic
fluxes of central carbon metabolism were regulated differentially
in a nutrient dependent manner, while plasma metabolite
concentrations were only modestly affected. Our findings thus
underscore that metabolite levels do not tell the whole story and
that it is essential to consider metabolic fluxes in order to extend
our knowledge on the regulatory mechanisms in postprandial
metabolism. In the future, mixed meal nutritional interventions
combined with metabolic flux determination hold promise as
highly accurate and early markers for the detection of disease-
related changes in metabolism.
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